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Book Reviews

Western Images, Western Landscapes: Travels Along U.S. 89. By Thomas R. Vale
and Geraldine R. Vale. (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1989. xi + 189
pp. Illustrations, maps, charts, bibliography, index. $29.95.)
In something of the same fashion as a trip down the Mississippi River was
the vehicle for Mark Twain's examination of the American soul in Huckleberry
Finn, a trip along U.S. 89 allows Thomas R. and Geraldine R. Vale to examine
the landscapes of the "Interior .West." Driving from the Mexican border at
Nogales, Arizona, and terminating 3,000 miles to the north at the Canadian
border in Piegan, Montana, they respond to the roadsi~e cultures and natural
phenomena of Arizona, Utah, Idaho, Wyoming, and Montana.
If Vale and Vale join Twain in letting an American artery carry them along,
they also develop a procedural similarity to John Wesley Powell when they
establish a set of classifications ("mental images") by which they undertake to
identify and classify the West of Highway 89. Metaphors more than scientific
classifications, these images include 1) the "Empty Quarter" (a set of attitudes
by which the West is viewed as an outback in process of exploitation); 2)
"Frontier" (the myth of a new and wild continent in which the cowboy is a
major symbol); 3) the "Big Rock Candy Mountain" (a roseate vision of a land
whose natural largess is unlimited and whose development is symbolized by
the easy dollar); 4) "Middle Landscape" (a receding mythic landscape of pastoral
perfection in which wild nature and a good and happy society are comfortably
juxtaposed); 5) "Turnerian Progression" (in which wilderness, frontier, and
village are temporary stages in a progression toward an urban/technological
maturity); 6) "Desert" (a West of natural aridity, hostile, fragile, with unspeakable beauty in process of human despoliation); 7) "Protected Wild Nature" (the
product of a people of plenty, it values wilderness as a resource and an investment in the future); and 8) "Playground" (described primarily as a West
of outdoor recreation but on other highways could include the Nevada entertainment meccas).
Although not handled with the literary finesse a Wallace Stegner might
achieve, these eight criteria are useful tools. As the Vales progress northward,
they respond to what they see and hear in nature and society, finding place
for a wide variety of observations in their analysis. Throughout, an interplay
is recognized between the various images, making· for a realistic view of the
Interior West. Nevertheless, the Vales begin early to see areas of regional
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emphasis and in effect divide the Interior West according to their categories.
The Nogales through Tucson, Phoenix, Sedona, and Flagstaff stretch is characterized as "Big Rock Candy Mountain," or, as making-it-big-in-the-Americandream. Phoenix and Tucson qualify fully in the "Turnerian Progression" category as well. Not surprisingly, the region from Flagstaff across the Navajo
Reservation, Grand Canyon, and Lake Powell to Kanab emerges as "Desert."
Utah, through the Sevier Valley and Wasatch Front, to southeastern Idaho is
portrayed as a troubled "Garden," a pastoral subcategory of "Middle Landscape/' with Salt Lake City and Ogden squeezed in as a locality of advanced
"Turnerian Progression." Wyoming's Star Valley, the canyon of the Snake River,
Jackson Hole, and the Grand Teton National Park are "Frontier," a Wild West
in which mythic themes persist and "Old West" color is merchandised. Yellowstone National Park reflects the Park Service's ambivalence toward protectionism and popular use but stands apart as "Protected Wild Nature" land
although all along u.s. 89 the Vales recognize wilderness, national parks, and
national forests in which protection is a contested reality. The "Empty Quarter"
and the "Playground" lack "regional cores" but "occurred in a scattered pattern"
along U.S, 89's "entire cross section."
Not only do the Vales travel the miles of 89, but they give serious thought
to how its history and literature have been influenced by geography, resources,
and material culture. They also offer a reading list that is used in their analysis
and often quoted. Black-and-white photos enhance the text as do numerous
maps.
In conclusion they note that ditches and canals observed throughout their
journey symbolize the aridity of the entire Interior West. More germane to
their analysis, and a much more novel insight, is their conclusion that "wild
nature is an essential element in most images of the Interior West" as well as
other "regional landscapes of the American West." In the most provocative
illustration of the book, they demonstrate how the other image categories, Le.
frontier, garden, desert, playground, depend upon their juxtapositioning with
"wild nature" to make them give the regional landscapes of the West their
most recognizable characteristics. ·Although wild nature tempers and gives
meaning to other characteristics there, the West remains. By implication fundamental validity exists in each of the regional designations upon which policy
for the Interior West might well be tailored. In all, this volume's examination
of landscape images comes as near telling us what makes the West unique as
any of the spate of books and articles devoted recently to that question.
Charles S. Peterson
St. George, Utah

The Mexican Empire of Iturbide. By Timothy E. Anna. (Lincoln: University of
Nebraska Press, 1990. xii + 286 pp. Notes, bibliography, index. $39.50.)
Few historical personages have suffered such abrupt reversals as Agustin
de Iturbide. In August 1821 he signed the Treaty of Cordoba, freeing Mexico
from Spain, and seven months later he was crowned emperor of Mexico. Less
than eight months after this he abdicated under pressure, and fifteen months
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later, on July 19, 1824, he was executed for treason. This three-year trarisformation from libertator to monarch to traitor has been too much for historians~
and few have produced anything like an integrated appraisal. In Timothy
Anna's words lturbide remai"ns "the most significant nonperson of Mexican
history" (p. x). The only modern scholarly biography in English, by William
Spence Robertson (Iturbide of Mexico, 1952), sticks largely to chronology and
events, but, like most predecessors, it acknowledges lturbide's liberating services while blaming him for depriving the Mexicans of their newly won liberty.
Anna expressed much the same view in an earlier monograph about the
collapse of Spanish royal government, but he has now recanted and presents
a revisionist study of Iturbide's last three years, in which he characterizes the
abortive empire as a necessary part of Mexico's transition from colonial to
independent status. The transition was broadly supported by the people, he
says, and brought down largely by virulent partisanship, Iturbide's undoubted
mistakes, and certain unavoidable weaknesses. lturbide contributed to his
downfall by overemphasizing centralism and failing to appreciate Mexico's
inherent regional loyalties, by his unwise dissolution of congress, which gave
his enemies a good opening for shouts of tyranny, and by overreliance on the
fickle crowd, without trying to appeal to creole elites. At the same time, through
no fault of his, he lacked a solid economic base; dependable revenues, and
experienced advisers.
Anna's analysis of Iturbide's fall is the best available, but it does not fully
explain why the regime should have collapsed so fast. The book does not
replace that of Robertson, and the two must be read together for a balanced
picture. We still need a true biography of Iturbide, for neither author makes
the man come alive. Nevertheless, Anna has done much to convert a nonperson
into a historical figure of substance and significance.
David M. Pletcher
Indiana University

Papers Concerning Robertson's Colony in Texas: The Gentleman from Milam. Edited
by Malcolm D. McLean. (Arlington: University of Texas at Arlington Press,
1989. 613 pp. Illustrations, maps, tables, index. $35.00.)
J. Frank Dobie was a bit perfervid in praising Walter P. Webb's The Texas
Rangers: A Century of Frontier Defense, which the folklorist lauded as "the beginning, middle, and end of the subject." It remains a grand introduction, but
Webb himself admitted that the work was hardly definitive and was talking
about a revised edition when an automobile accident took his life in 1963. How
much Webb overlooked becomes apparent upon inspecting Volume 15 of Malcolm D. McLean's Papers Concerning Robertson's Colony in Texas.
This installment contributes a wealth of information regarding the organization of early Texas Rangers. In his introduction, McLean supplies historical
context for the numerous primary documents that follow. After reading of
Indian forays into the settlements one better appreciates the need for ranging
companies. It has become stylish among present-minded polemists to· denounce all rangers as "demonic" sadists who "succumbed to that intoxicating
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passion of killing just to kill." Both sides committed atrocities, which regrettably
emerged as an integral element of frontier warfare--a dynamic McLean attempts to understand and explain. The records McLean garners reveal names
of 225 rangers who saw frontier service, most of whom have heretofore been
omitted from various studies of the institution. This information alone would
justify publication of this volume for many genealogists.
Students-of Texas political history will also find the volume worthwhile.
Through the papers of his ancestor Sterling C. Robertson, McLean explores
the activities of the First Congress of the Republic of Texas. A member of that
assembly, the ubiquitous Robertson served on the Committee on Privileges
and Elections, the Standing Committee on Indian Affairs, the Standing Committee on Public Printing, the Select Committee on Roads, Bridges and Ferries,
the Select Committee to Design a Coat-of-Arms, the Special Committee on the
Charter of. the Bank of Agriculture and Commerce, and a Special Committee
on the Charter of a Fur Company.
Readers of previous volumes are aware of McLean's little eccentricities.
The preface offers a curious agenda of his activities since the publication of
the last volume. Future scholars will no doubt ponder why Dr. McLean chose
to record that on June 24, 1988, Angela Whitelaw, his assistant, "finished
relabeling the 93 spring-back looseleaf binders in our 'Biography File,'" or that
on October 25,1988, McLean "spoke to the Arlington Sundown Kiwanis Club."
This information, friends, is not knowledge for the ages. Still, the venerable
McLean may be forgiven some self-indulgence. In the main, this volume is a
worthy addition to the series that Ray Allen Billington called a "monumental
work of modem scholarship."
Stephen L. Hardin
State Department of Highways and Public Transportation
Austin, Texas

U.S. Policy toward Economic Nationalism in Latin America, 1917-1929. By Michael
L. Krenn. (Wilmington, Delaware: Scholarly Resources, 1990. xxi + 169 pp.
Notes, bibliography, index. $35.00.)
. "The seeds of the present-day relationship between the United States and
the nations of Latin America were sown from 1917to 1929" (p. xiii). From this
premise, Michael L. Krenn proceeds to reprimand diplomatic historians for
failing to recognize the significance of those years and excoriates U.s. foreign
policy for its arrogant manipulation of hemispheric relations. Krenn portrays
rapid and oppressive U.S. economic penetration of Latin America after 1914,
examines the development of "economic nationalism" in a few nations, and
explains U.S. fears of what that could mean for the entire world capitalist
system. He believes a racist and anti-communist antipathy toward this economic nationalism translated into flawed policies, especially in Colombia, Venezuela, Brazil. By depicting the U.S. "battle against economic nationalism" (p.
xv), Krenn hopes to pinpoint the source of contemporary hemispheric difficulties.
Krenn's uncritical reliance on "Corporatist" and "Dependency" theories
as analytical frameworks for studying hemispheric relations is problematic. In
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. view of serious criticism lodged against both paradigms, Krenn should provide
a better defense of their applicability to his topic. His assumption that the
explanation of complex events requires identification of a single cause-U.s.
corporate industrialism's needs: markets, raw materials, government cooperation-leaves little room for the influence of Latin American economic, cultural,
or political phenomena in determining hemispheric relations. Krenn's thesis
is unacceptably reductionist. There is good reason to doubt his implied conclusion that had the United States not systematically crushed every demonstration of economic nationalism that arose between 1917 and 1929, social
stability, economic equality, and political democracy surely would have thrived.
Citing several ideologically compatible secondary sources on key issues, Krenn
fallaciously assumes this concurrence proves his points. Moreover, his failure
to consult Spanish or Portuguese sources, except a few in translation, leads
to an ethnocentrism that seriously flaws his work. Most disturbing, however,
Krenn apparently has not sought substantiation for his claims in any single
Latin American country. This neglect of Latin American government, business,
or newspaper archives again implies erroneously that influence in international
affairs flows only in one direction-outward from the United States.
Blaming the United States for economic stagnation, social inequality, or
political repression in Latin America is too easy. This book actually underscores
the .need for a sophisticated analysis of hemispheric relations, one that does
not continue to portray Latin America as homogenous, featureless, and always
passive.
Joyce S. Goldberg
University of Texas, Arlington

El Norte: The U.S.-Mexican Border in Contemporary Cinema. By David R. Maciel.
(San Diego: Institute of Regional Studies of the Californias/San Diego State
University, 1990. xi + 95 pp. Illustrations, tables, notes, bibliography. $9.50
paper.)
In this eighty-four-page essay, David Maciel offers a comparative analysis
of how Mexican and U.S. commercial films as well as.independent productions
since the early 1970s have depicted la frontera (the U.S.-Mexican border area).
Because most films about Chicano society, illegal immigration, and other border
themes have been commercially produced in Mexico and have received little
critical attention in the United States, Maciel devotes more than half of 'his
essay to describing the Mexican film industry and assessing representative
films. Although subject to closer government supervision and a more'inhibiting
political censorship than in the United States, Mexican filmmakers have been
.no less profit-motivated than their Hollywood counterparts. Hence, according
to Maciel, Mexican films are given to exploitive sex and violence, stereotypes
as demeaning of Chicanos as in any U.S. commercial film, and standardized
plots devoid of social or artistic value. Meanwhile, Cheech Marin's Born in
East L.A. remains the shining exception to Hollywood's continued tendency
to eschew social realism and complexity in favor of churning out star-studded
entertainment. Only independent filmmakers in works such as El Norte and
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The Ballad of Gregorio Cortez have contributed "works of art" that "reflect a deep
sensitivity toward the border experience" (71).
Owing perhaps to publisher constraints on length, El Norte often reads
more like a primer overview than a comprehensive and sustained film analysis.
Maciel's narrow selection of films tends in particular to skew his negative
assessment of the U.S. film industry; there is no mention, for example, of
Valdez Is Coming or the more recent La Bamba and The Milagro Beanfield War,
which are clearly superior to the likes of Losing It or The Three Amigos. On a
more rudimentary level, the author does not provide film dates, nor, except
for a listing of "various Mexican film titles," does he provide a filmography to
reference the "many more film productions. : . received" but not included in
the text (11, 6).
Maciel does deserve credit for drawing attention to Mexican films heretofore neglected in English-language studies. The most salient point to emerge
from Maciel's comparative approach is the ongoing ethnocentrism manifested
in the commercial culture of both Mexico and the United States despite two
decades of mutual protestations of concern for problems related to their common border.
John Lenihan
Texas A&M University

The Gold Discovery Journal of Azariah Smith. Edited by David L. Bigler. (Salt Lake
City: University of Utah Press, 1990. ix + 159 pp. Illustrations, maps, notes,
index. $17.50.)
This publication makes available an important account of a young man's
the Mexican War, as he travels from Fort Leavenworth to
New Mexico, California, and finally to John A. Sutter's New Helvetia. Azariah
Smith shares with better-known Henry William Bigler the distinction of having
kept a diary while he was a volunteer in the Mormon Battalion, an eyewitness
to the discovery of gold in California, and a member of the first party to mark
out the Mormon-Carson Pass branch of the Emigrant Trail. Smith's diaries
from July 1846 to September 1848, as written out later in journal form, constitute
volume seven of the University of Utah's Publications in Mormon Studies.
Seventeen-year-old Azariah Smith was a young Saint from western New
York who enlisted in the Mormon Battalion at the behest of the church. The
youthful volunteer's observations of camp routine, military training, encounters with Indians, and life in California provide fleeting glimpses of the experiences of average men caught up in great events. Although his accounts of
the Mormon Battalion's experience on the Cimarron branch of the Santa Fe
Trail, and on Lieutenant Colonel Philip St. George Cooke's wagon road to San
Diego are of considerable interest, Smith's diary is especially important in
detailing his role in the momentous discovery of gold at Sutter's mill on January
24, 1848. He was one of a half-dozen witnesses to John Marshall's find, and
soon he himself was picking up bits of gold.
The editor, ·David L. Bigler, a descendant of Smith's, has divided the
journal into five chapters, each with a brief introductory.section'establishing
experie~ces during
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a context for the narrative. He provides annotations that illuminate obscure
passages in the diary and place it within the broader historical framework.
Bigler employs an evenhanded editorial restraint that leaves Smith's writing
largely intact and preserves the homespun quality of the journal. Although a
bibliography would have made this book even better, the editor and the University of Utah Press should be commended for bringing into print a significant
document of the earliest days of the American occupation of California and of
the discovery of gold.
Barton H. Barbour
University of New Mexico

Glory Hunter: A Biography of Patrick Edward Connor. By Brigham D. Madsen.
(Salt Lake City: University of Utah Press, 1990. ix + 318 pp. Illustrations,
maps, notes, bibliography, index. $27.50.)
Patrick Edward Connor is best remembered as the Civil War commander
of California volunteers who precipitated the bloody massacre of Shoshoni
Indians at Bear River, Idaho, in 1862 and who conducted the intensive Powder
River Expedition against Northern Plains Indians in 1865. An advocate of
extermination of the Indians, Connor was only slightly less diabolical when it
came to Mormons.
It was in the land of the Mormons that the Irish-born Connor spent the
greater part of his life. Driven by a consuming hatred of Mormon practices,
particularly polygamy, Connor established the first Gentile town in the territory, advocated warfare against Brigham Young's followers, and entered local
and regional politics to promote Gentile control of Utah.
.
As historian Brigham Madsen demonstrates, Connor's entrepreneurial
instincts were no match for his military prowess. A man of diverse interests,
Connor succeeded in establishing mines and support industries in Utah and
Nevada and operated other businesses in California. He also invested in railroads and steamboats. Connor lacked visionary business acumen, however,
and his successes were limited. His enterprises never recovered from the effects
of the Panic of 1873. Unsuccessful in his political aspirations, Connor's strident
anti-Mormonism continued until his death, although the church ban on polygamy in 1890 afforded him some solace.
Based largely on contemporary records and newspaper accounts (fire destroyed Connor's papers), this biography more than adequately addresses
Connor's military career and subsequent involvement in the development of
the Great Basin. Madsen's account is balanced, well documented (with footnotes appearing at the bottom of the pages!), and well written, although the
chapters dealing with Connor's post-Indian fighting career sometimes seem
overburdened with details of his economic ventures. Despite Connor's varied
pursuits and often extreme views, he comes across as a moderate man of
general contentment with life, causing one to question whether "Glory Hunter"
accurately describes him. Nevertheless, Madsen sketches a significant portrait
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of a heretofore marginally known personage in western history. Glory Hunter
is recommended reading.
Jerome A. Greene
National Park Service

A Crisis of Republicanism: American Politics in the Civil War Era. Edited by Lloyd
E. Ambrosius. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1990. 140 pp. Charts,
tables, notes, index. $23.50.)
This edited collection offers seven perspectives on U.s. politics and personalities from the 1840s through the 1860s. The book also includes a welldrawn introduction by Lloyd E. Ambrosius and challenging concluding remarks by Joel H. Silbey. In "Harbinger of the Collapse of the Second TwoParty System: The Free Soil Party of 1848," Thomas B. Alexander employs
quantitative methods to argue that several political and economic factors (among
them nativism and antislavery) prompted voter defections to the Free Soil
party, indicating the pending downfall of the Democratic-Whig rivalry. John
Niven's excellent chapter, "Salmon P. Chase and the Republican Conventions
of 1846 and 1860: Bolingbroke or Sincere Reformer?" incisively analyzes Chase's
politics of self-interest as he hopscotched through membership in four political
parties. Eventually, despite winning office as U.S. senator and governor of
Ohio, Chase could not win the loyalty of distrustful Republican presidential
delegates in either the 1856 or 1860 nominating conventions.
In another essay, Philip S. Paludan advances the valuable argument in
"Lincoln and the Rhetoric of Politics" that Lincoln's southern background strongly
influenced his political discourse and,personal communications. Perhaps the
book's best chapter is Harold Hyman's "Lincoln and Other Antislavery Lawyers: The Thirteenth and Fourteenth Amendments and Republicans' Political
Agendas," where Hyman describes the president's view that "freedom national" eventually had to supplant protection of slavery in the United States.
Thus the Republicans, by adding the Civil War and Reconstruction amendments to the Constitution, changed the status of African-Americans in the
nineteenth century and set the agenda for the Second Reconstruction of the
next century. Finally, Hans Trefousse stresses the contrasts between Lincoln
and his successor, especially in regard to race, in "Abraham Lincoln and Andrew Johnson: A Comparison." Trefousee confirms the view that Johnson was
a lifelong Democrat who saw no need for most of the Republican party's
reforms.
These chapters are filled with insights on America of the mid-nineteenth
century and are recommended reading for students of the era.
Joseph G. Dawson III
Texas A&M University
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The lAte 19th Century U.S. Army, 1865~1898: A Research Guide. By Joseph G.
Dawson III. (Westport, Connecticut: Greenwood Press, 1990. xix + 252 pp.
Notes, appendixes, indexes. $45.00.)
,
In recent years university and specialty presses have published a number
of very fine bibliographies exploring Indian-white relations and military affairs
in the Trans-Mississippi West. Latest and among the finest of the genre is
Joseph D~wson's The lAte 19th Century U.S. Army, 1865-1989: A Research Guide,
an introduction to nearly 1,200 primary and secondary sources on the subject.
The objectives of this work, outlined by Series Advisor Roger J. Spiller,
are "to catalog, survey, and appraise the substantial body of contemporaneous
and historical literature that, taken together, depicts both the scale and the
importance of this stage in the evolution of the U.S. Army" (p. ix). Dawson,
an associate professor of history at Texas A&M University and well published
in military history, groups his entries into nine sections, including Government
Documents and Manuscript Collections, the Army and Reconstruction, Memoirs and Contemporary Accounts, and Forts and Post Life. Obvious and less
obvious sources are surveyed, including state history journals and such contemporary military publications as The United Seroice and Journal of the Military
Seroice Institution. Concise annotations further clarify the entries.
.
This reviewer, fascinated by frontier-era military material culture, might
have included an additional section drawn from the Military Collector and Historian and similar journals, but, as is, this is a powerful guide. Joseph Dawson's
The lAte 19th Century U.S. Army, 1865-1898 will prove to be an indispensable
research tool. Paired with the U.S. Army Military History Institute's own Indian
Wars bibliography and Francis Paul Prucha's several bibliographies on Indianwhite affairs, the written legacy of this fascinating subject and era is readily
accessed.
Paul L. Hedren

Fort Union Trading Post
National Park Seroice

"lAm Looking to the North for My Life": Sitting Bull, 1876-1881. By Joseph Manzione. (Salt'Lake City: University of Utah Press, 1991. x + 172 pp. Illustrations,
map, notes, bibliography, index. $17.50.)
Rather than surrender to government agents like so many of his fellow
chiefs who had wiped out General Custer at the Little Bighorn, Sitting Bull
took refuge in Canada. There from 1877 to 1881 he strove to hold together the
refugee factions of the Teton Sioux tribes, as he had held together the nontreaty
factions of these tribes for eight years before the Little Bighorn. With the passing
years, however, as. the buffalo dwindled and food grew scarce, his authority
eroded and his following slipped away to give up at agencies south of the
boundary. Throughout these years, Sitting Bull maintained close relations with
the North-West MOl;lnted Police, especially. Major James M. Walsh, with whom
a mutually sympathetic friendship developed. At last, in 1881, hunger brought
defeat, for the Dominion government refused to ration the Sioux or provide
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them with a Canadian' reservation. With a shrunken following of less than 200
people, Sitting Bull surrendered at Fort Buford, Montana.
Joseph Manzione's book, according to the jacket blurb, "weaves together
narrative threads of domestic dispute; international diplomacy, and intrigue
a'mong the Sioux." Researching broadly in official U.S. and Canadian records
and the newspapers of both countries, the author has constructed a history
in which Sitting Bull and tribal intrigue are almost lost in the concentration
on the bureaucratic and diplomatic efforts of Washington, Ottawa, and London
to resolve the problems created by the Sioux flight to Canada. And this story,
especially when burdened with extensive quotation, at times turns tiresome
or of doubtful relevance. There is much of value here, but failings of synthesis
make it hard to identify.
Manzione's book invites comparison with two earlier efforts to deal with
the same subject: Grant MacEwan, Sitting Bull: The Years in Canada, and
C. Frank Turner, Across the Medicine Line: The Epic Confrontation between Sitting
Bull and the North-West Mounted Police, both published in Canada in 1973. Although Manzione provides new facts and insights, he offers a less coherent
overall view of the subject than either. This is to be regretted, for the story is
dramatic, significant, and replete with colorful characters and intriguing personal relationships.
Robert M. Utley
Dripping Springs, Texas

Bret Harte's California: Letters to the Springfield Republican and Christian Register, 1866--67. Edited by Gary Scharnhorst. (Albuquerque: University of New
'Mexico Press, 1990. vi + 170 pp. Illustrations, notes, bibliography, index.
$22.50.)
Dan De Quille, The Washoe Giant: A Biography and Anthology. By Richard A. Dwyer
and Richard E. Lingenfelter. (Reno: University of Nevada Press, 1990. xii +
452 pp. Illustration, bibliography. $16:95 paper.)
These books offer previously difficult to obtain and thus less well known
writings of two stars of the far-western frontier's literary firmament. In Bret
Harte's California, Gary Scharnhorst has compiled thirty-seven of Harte's letters
to two Massachusetts newspapers, the Christian Register and Samuel Bowles'
Springfield Republican. Twenty-six of the letters have not appeared in print since
original publication. In Dan De Quille, The Washoe Giant, Richard A. Dwyer and
Richard E. Lingenfelter,two veteran writers on Comstock journalism, have
compiled for the first time forty-nine of Dan De QuiIle's newspaper articles,
humorous sketches, and reminiscences. Both books consider their subjects'
relationship to the true literary giant of the period, Mark Twain, and, when
taken together, offer a number of interesting parallels and contrasts between
writers who attempted to use journalism as a springboard to finer writing.
Neither book attempts to assess these writers or their work in the context of
journalism history.
Writing much as if he were a foreign correspondent in an alien land, Bret
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Harte (1836-1902) composed his letters to Massachusetts newspapers in 1866
and 1867 on the eve of his spectacular rise and brief flirtation with literary
stardom. Indeed, as Scharnhorst notes, Harte's letters to the Springfield Republican brought him. to the attention of eastern readers and propelled him to
national literary acclaim. The collection provides the patient reader with insights into Harte's underlying contempt for California. Harte wrote for East
Coast Victorian readers and told them what they wanted to hear-that the East
was superior. To Harte, California did not match his preconceptions of the
way things were supposed to be. Picturesque but inferior, California's differences and lack of eastern sophistication were fodder for the journalist's con.
descending, often sarcastic, sometimes cynical pen.
Harte's letters are nonetheless entertaining, and such commentaries as his
review of Mark Twain's lecture on the Sandwich Islands (letter 25) are real
gems. Scharnhorst refrains from much evaluative comment, offering instead
a brief introduction tha~ sets the historical context for Harte's letters and a
section of notes for each letter at the end.
In Washoe Giant, Dan De Quille (William Wright, 1829-1898) is viewed,
like Harte, in a historical rather than a critical context. Gleaned from a trunkful
of manuscripts, clippings, and letters that found their way through various
hands"to the Bancroft Library in 1953, the volume represents the book Wright
always hoped to publish but never did. Included are more than a dozen selections published in the Golden Era in the 1860s, seventeen humorous sketches
from the famed Virginia City Territorial Enterprise written between 1874 and
1878, the height of Wright's literary career, more than a dozen other newspaper
reprints, and reminiscences of Mark Twain and Artemus Ward. As Dwyer and
Lingenfelter note, some of Wright's sketches made for hard reading, but few
of those are offered here. Instead, most of the pieces are lively, and many, like
"The Goblin Frog," "The Frenchman's Ghost," and fantasies in "the horrible
style" like "The New Rock of Horeb" still prompt a spontaneous laugh.
Both books reveal their writers' attempts to mediate between East and
West, but where Bret Harte wrote largely as an easterner in the West, Wright
was thoroughly a westerner who held eastern pretentions in low esteem. Both
books also attempt to bring their subjects out of Mark Twain's shadow. This
is especially true with Wright. In legend, Wright is a steady, sober, gentle
mentor who presided over a raucous bunch of newspaper reporters in the
early days of Nevada's first great mining era. He also is an honest reporter
content with local or perhaps regional literary fame. In reality, Dwyer and
Lingenfelter argue, Wright and Samuel Clemens were companion equals.
Moreover, Wright was a barroom brawler, a chronic alcoholic fired repeatedly
from newspaper work, and a reporter who ignored mining frauds and wrote
favorably of mining prospects in hopes of profiting from insider information.
More importantly, Wright saw himself as an aspiring western' man of letters
who worked in newspapering only in hopes of gaining material for more
serious writing. As Dwyer and Lingenfelter sadly note, "He did not foresee
that the job would use him up over the next thirty years" (16).
Both volumes are well edited and include good bibliographies. They belong
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on the shelf of anyone interested in the writers and writing of the frontier
West.
Charles E. Rankin
Montana Historical Society

Prevailing over Time: Ethnic Adjustment on the Kansas Prairies, 1875-1925. By
D. Aidan McQuillan. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1990. xix + 292
pp. Maps, charts, tables, appendixes, notes, bibliography, index. $37.50.)
This well-researched volume successfully draws large conclusions from
small places, namely, six townships in central Kansas. It does not discuss all
of the ma~y ethnic groups in Kansas, but instead focuses on French-Canadians,
Swedes, and Mennonites in the fifty years following first settlement of their
areas. The research is sound and broad, drawing especially well on the six
very rich decennial censuses that Kansas took from 1875 to 1925. McQuillan
locates two townships for each ethnic group, one where the ethnics dominated
and the other where they mixed with Anglo-Americans, who become a nonethnic "control group." He measures the ethnics' "ethnogenesis" (i.e. how they
became ethnics rather than just immigrants), their persistence and mobility,
their decisions about what crops and livestock to raise, and their success or
lack of it, to discover how "Europeans become Americans" (p. xvii), adapting
to a low-moisture environment and handling the tWo overriding risks of shifting markets and shifting climate.
In the process of discovery McQuillan explodes several stereotypes. All
three groups evidenced success yet remained distinctively ethnic. FrenchCanadians, reputed to be lackluster farmers, innovated and diversified more
than the Swedes did by 1925. The experience of Mennonites with semiaridity
in Russia prepared them for Kansas better than many Swedes' and FrenchCanadians' prior experience in Illinois. All three groups presumably came to
Kansas as hidebound, "traditional," "pre-modern," noncommercial, European
peasants, yet they all adapted economically and culturally as well or better
than the native-born "control groups." Ethnic farmers, he finds contra James
C. Malin, moved around as much as natives. Most importantly, he demonstrates that to "assimilate" did not necessarily mean farming just as nativeborn Americans did, but, rather, farming in ways that were best adapted to
the climate.
.
. In this sense the Mennonites became the "most American" of all. But all
three groups maae innumerable rational decisions in order to live in a strange
environment, often prosper in it, cope with fluctuating markets, and retain a
sense of ethnic identity and community. The intricacy of McQuillan's work
defeats description in this brief space. Students of agriculture, ethnicity, the
Great Plains, and Turnerian adaptation will find the book rewarding.
Walter Nugent
University of Notre Dame
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Yosemite: The Embattled Wilderness. By Alfred Runte. (Lincoln: University of
Nebraska Press, 1990. xii + 271 pp. Illustrations, map, notes, bibliography,
index. $24.95.)
AI Runte has written a perceptive environmental history of Yosemite.
Acknowledging that others have chronicled the human history of the park, he
focuses on the confrontation between preservation and use from the perspective of natural resources and the environment. Going beyond a traditional
history, he examines "what Yosemite ought to be and what it in fact became."
As one of the more original thinkers among environmental historians,
Runte develops several new concepts. First, he makes a strong and believable
case that Yosemite, not Yellowstone, was the first national park. It was the first
park that Congress established and upheld. Next Runte traces the history of
national parks as they evolved from celebration of scenery to idealization of
wildlife. Finally, he recognizes the ineffectiveness of conservationists. They
preach to themselves rather than enlisting the support of politicians, agency
officials, and local authorities.
In evaluating environmental contributions and devastation, Runte clearly
has his favorites. Frederick Law Olmstead in 1865 anticipated all the wrong
moves by park management and the resultant consequences. George Grinnell,
a zoologist at the University of California at Berkeley, wisely pushed for scientific research, elimination of trapping, and recognition of the value of predators in an ecosystem. Runte's villains, on the other hand, are cynical and
crassly commercial, such as the'concessioner, Yosemite Park and Curry Company. But visitors who want better accommodations, alcoholic beverages, and
entertainment also receive Runte's wrath. Even saintly photographer Ansel
Adams "sold out" once he acquired an art gallery on the valley floor. Park
officials, however, have betrayed their ideals, caved in to development pressure, and tried to coerce wildlife into conforming to human behavior.
Runte is an environmental advocate and as such uses the environmental
standards of the 1980s to judge all who came before. He admits that prior to
the 1970s only a few visionaries properly perceived how natural resources
should be managed. Thus the general environmental climate in which public
policy evolved was not ideal nor were the very human agency officials who
implemented it. By failing to recognize the historical context for management
decision, Runte has compromised an otherwise outstandi~g contribution to
environmental history.
'
Last, but not least, the University of Nebraska should be complimented
on a beautifully designed book. Few university presses can afford the use of
color photographs and such liberal use of white space.
All in all, Yosemite will stimulate discu,ssion for years to come.
Melody Webb
Lyndon B. Johnson National Historical Park
National Park Service
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Heart Diamond. By Kathy L. Greenwood. (Denton: University of North Texas
Press, 1990. xiii + 175 pp. Illustrations. $19.95.)
Kathy L. Greenwood is undoubtedly the only World Champion American
Junior Rodeo Association All-Round Cowgirl with a Ph.D. in English. Her
experiences in the arena, on the range, and in the classroom have contributed
importantly to this well-written and thoroughly delightful rendering of contemporary New Mexico ranch life.
No standard history of one of the great spreads, this collection of pithy
vignettes draws on the author's experiences on the Heart Diamond ranch, a
family-sized operation of modest means. In beautifully polished prose shining
more like well-oiled saddle leather than like fine silver, Greenwood energizes
the robust inhabitants, both human and animal, of a hard land known to most
only as home to Carlsbad Caverns. Drama, imagination, and dialogue enrich
her narrative and illuminate its truth.
Judging from this account, ranch folk in eastern New Mexico are a people
rich in tradition and lore, if not grass and water. A common heritage of hardship
binds them tightly to the soil, sustains them in time of trouble, and calls them
home when they have strayed. They are a heroic yet human lot who defy
stereotypes. The same cannot be said for their repellent enemies, the faceless
government bureaucrats and insensitive bankers, whose cameo appearances
recall the black-hatted movie villains of another era.
Western novelist Elmer Kelton introduces the volume with his usual insight and perspective while illustrator Charles Shaw lends an artistic touch to
this altogether splendid offering from the fledgling University of North Texas
Press.
B. Byron Price
National Cowboy Hall of Fame
Oklahoma City

Comic Books and America, 1945-1954. By William W. Savage, Jr. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1990. xiii + 151 pp. Illustrations, notes, bibliography, index. $16.95.)
What did kids in the forties and fifties think about when parents and
teachers weren't looking? What were their hopes, fears, and expectations of
the world? And if you wanted to know, how would you find out? William
Savage explores one possibility in Comic Books and America, 1945-1954, and,
without further ado, let me say it is about time somebody in academia started
taking comic books seriously. Although comics burst on the scene in 1939 and
have enjoyed a huge audience mostly of an impressionable age ever since,
they have been astonishingly neglected by students of American popular culture.
Comic books always were a fast read, and Savage avoids taxing the reader's
patience. His text is pithy, witty, and short. In eighty pages he covers such
themes as The Bomb, geopolitics, Korea, cowboys, and postwar society. He
finds racism, sexism, and a good deal of insecurity about the future. Cowboy
heroes, for example, occupied a kind of twilight zone in which owl hoots,
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,
Indians, and sixguns coincided with FBI agents, drug rings, and enemy spies.
The damper <:in all this morose fun, which had been accompanied in jungle
comics and the like by pin-up girl sexin~ss and in horror comics especially by'
gruesome violence, was a public crusade that succeeded in getting the industry
to impose a self-regulating code in 1954 that pretty much snuffed out the
medium as an outlet for youthful dissent in the great age of conformity.
Perhaps Savage reads backwards in seeing the comic books as mirrors for
so much angst. If memory serves, most Westerns were pretty complacent about
the ultimate triumph of law'n'order, and hats were either black or white. The
blurring came in comics that are so admired today precisely because they were
exceptional in content-the EC line, for example. My principal reservation is
Savage's focus on comic book plots to the neglect of their artwork, which he
rarely mentions, though five stories are reproduced in full. It is the combination
of words and pictures that makes comic bo()ks distinctive and helps explain
why, unlike dime novels and pulp magazines, they still find no place in most
libraries. Comic books retain their bad reputation. Imagine: an essentially
juvenile literature actually bought and consumed by juveniles, not Children's
Lit librarians! What a gold mine for the cultural historian! Potential prospectors
should begin with Savage's book. It provides sound bibliographical guidance
and intriguing ideas about all of its themes. Best of all, it offers up its nuggets
without exhausting the vein. There's plenty more where this came from, pardn~rs.
Brian W. Dippie
University of Victoria, British Columbia

The Great Sioux War 1876-77: The Best from Montana The Magazine of Western
History. Edited by Paul L. Hedren. (Helena: Montana Historical Society Press,
1991. xii + 293 pp. Illustrations, maps, notes, index. $27.50 cloth, $11. 95 paper.)
Cynics tend to dismiss Custer scholarship as an oxymoron. The myths
surrounding the flamboyant cavalry commander and the seemingly endless
fascination for apportioning blame fOf his defeat and death at the hands of
Sioux and Cheyenne warriors have obscured" the larger canvas on which the
fateful events on the Little Big Horn River occurred. Paul Hedren's skillful
compilation of articles on the Sioux War of 1876-1877, gleaned from the pages
of Montana magazine, is a useful reminder of the.broad sweep of Indian warfare
on the northern plains. It is also a tribute to the scholarly excellence and popular
appeal of the widely acclaimed publication of the Montana Historical Society.
Hedren, who has published extensively on military aspects of the Sioux
War, alerts his audience up front that he aims to do more than just assemble
another "Custer reader." Instead, he focuses on the larger picture, emphasizing
background and effects and illuminating important sidelights to the army campaign. His purpose, he tells us, is to "reinvigorate spirited discussions of the
causes, successes and tragedies of the greatest of American Indian wars" (p ..
xi), to pull together these sometimes hard-to-find articles in a convenient package, and simply to provide scholars and buffs with some stimulating reading.
He succeeds on all counts.
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The fifteen essays assembled here date from Edgar I. Stewart's "Major
Brisbin's Relief of Fort Pease" (1956) to Paul Andrew Hutton's "Phil Sheridan's
Frontier" (1988) and cover the full four decades of Montana's publishing history.
Twelve of the selections have appeared since 1970 and reflect to some degree
the efforts of scholars to examine non-military aspects of the Indian wars and
to place events on the military frontier in their broader national setting. Contributions by Hutton, Robert Athearn, Brian Dippie, Michael Malone and Richard Roeder, William Lass, Robert Utley, and Hedren himself are important
examples of the so-called "new" military history. If pioneering articles by Stewart and Don Rickey today seem slightly myopic in their narrow focus on campaign details, they nonetheless represent some of the best scholarship of their
day and are helpful yardsticks for measuring the evolution of military scholarship.
Ultimately, the usefulness of any anthology rests squarely on the shoulders
of its editor. Hedren sounds the right note. in an insightful introduction in
which he provides a succinct overView of events and sharply etched portraits
of the principal protagonists on both sides. It is part of the search for balance,
a theme that he returns to repeatedly in the brief synopses that precede each
of the book's four thematic sections: prelude, campaigning, sidelights, and
aftermath. Because of his considerable talents as a historian and an editor, the
whole adds up to something more than the mere sum of its parts, which, of
course, is as it should be.
Fortunately for researchers, but sadly for the compilers of anthologies,
scholarship is an ongoing process. My only regret is that The Great Sioux War
went to press before Paul Hutton's excellent article on Custer in film appeared
in the Winter 1991 issue of Montana. Perhaps we shall see it in a second edition.
Bruce J. Dinges
Arizona Historical Society
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Little Herder in Autumn. By Ann Nolan Clark. (Santa Fe: Ancient City
Press, 1988. 91 pp. Illustrations. $18.95 cloth, ,$8.95 paper.) ReprinL
Navajo Coyote Tales. By William Morgan. (Santa Fe: Ancient City Press,
1988.49 pp. Illustrations. $18.95 cloth, $7.95 paper.) ReprinL
Indian Tales from Picuris Pueblo. Edited by Marta Weigle. (Santa Fe: Ancient City Press, 1989. 104 pp. Illustrations, notes, bibliography. $17.95
cloth, $7.95 paper.) Reprint.

o

The Good Red Road: Passages into Native America. By Kenneth Lincoln
with Al Logan Slagle. (New,York: Harper & Row, 1989. xxiii + 271 pp.
Illustrations. $10.95 paper.) Reprint.
The Mimbres: Art and Archaeology. By Jesse Walter Fewkes. (Albuquerque:
Avanyu Publishing, 1989. viii + 154 pp. Illustrations, maps, bibliography. $16.95 paper.)
Spanish and Mexican Land Grants and the Law. Edited by Malcolm Ebright.
(Manhattan, ,Kansas: Sunflower University Press, 1989. 104 pp. Illustrations, maps, charts, notes, bibliography, index. $14.95 paper.) Reprints Journal of the West, July 19~8.
The Dalton Gang Family: A Genealogical Study of the Dalton Outlaws and
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Their Family Connections. By Nancy B. Samuelson. (Eastford, Connecticut: Nancy B. Samuelson, 1989. 20 pp. Illustrations, notes. $5.00 paper.)
Pancho Villa: Strong Man of the Revolution. By Larry A. Harris. (Silver
City, New Mexico: High-Lonesome Books, 1989. xviii + 100 pp. Illustrations. $7.95 paper.) Reprint with a new Introduction by Andrew
Gulliford.
Grandeza Mexicana. By Bernardo de Balbuena. (Rome, Italy: Bulzoni
Editore, 1988. 126 pp. Bibliography. L.11.000.)
Poeti del Guatemala: (1954-1986). By Dante Liano and Alfonso D' Agostino.
(Rome, Italy: Bulzoni Editore, 1988. 177 pp. Index. L.15.000.)
The Osage Ceremonial Dance I'n-Lon-Schka. By Alice Anne Callahan. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1990. xviii + 172 pp. Illustrations,
maps, appendixes, notes, bibliography, index. $19.95.)
Tonita Peiia: Quah Ah, 1893-1949. By Samuel L. Gray. (Albuquerque:
Avanyu Publishing, 1990. xvi + 79 pp. Illustrations, map, appendixes,
bibliography. $39.95 cloth, $29.95 paper.)
The Lightning Within: An Anthology of Contemporary American Indian Fiction. Edited by Alan R. Velie. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press,
1991. x + 161 pp. $19.95.) Includes nine selections.
The Dawn-Builder. By John G. Neihardt. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1991. 335 pp. $35.00.) Reprint of novel.
The End of the Dream & Other Stories. By John G. Neihardt. (Lincoln:
University of Nebraska Press, 1991. xxv + 115 pp. $19.95.) Reprints
stories.
When the Tree Flowered: The Story of Eagle Voice, a Sioux Indian. By John
G. Neihardt. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1991. xx + 248
pp. $8.95 paper.) Reprint.
Cherokee Americans: The Eastern Band of Cherokees in the Twentieth Century.
By John R. Finger. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1991. xviii
+ 247 pp. Illustrations, maps, chart, notes, bibliography, index. $35.00.)
Paracas Ritual Attire: Symbols of Authority in Ancient Peru. By Anne Paul.
(Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1990. xi + 170 pp. Illustrations, maps, charts, tables, notes, bibliography, index. $48.50.)
Guatemalan Indians and the State: 1540-1988. Edited by Carol A. Smith.
(Austin: University of Texas Press, 1990. ix + 316 pp. Maps, tables,
notes, bibliography, index. $27.50.)
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Remember That OJ' Horse? By Ron Westmoreland. (College Station: Texas
A&M University Press, 1990. xii + 114 pp. $13.95.)

,

The Early Years of Rhythm & Blues: Focus on Houston. By Alan Govenar.
(Houston: Rice University Press, 1990. 88 pp. Illustrations, notes, bibliography. $24.95.)

The Zoot-Suit Riots: The Psychology of Symbolic Annihilation. By Mauricio
Mazon. (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1989. xiii + 163 pp. Illustrations, appendixes, notes, bibliography, index. $7.95 paper.) Reprint.

Resist Much, Obey Little: Some Notes on Edward Abbey. Edited by James
Hepworth and Gregory McNamee. (Tucson: Harbinger House, 1989.
xiii + 152 pp. Bibliography. $10.95 paper.)
Promises Made to the Fathers: Mormon Covenant Organization. By Rex Eugene Cooper. (Salt Lake City: University of Utah Press, 1990. viii +
235 pp. Chart, notes, bibliography, index. $30.00.)
American Architects and the Mechanics of Fame. By Roxanne Kuter Williamson. (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1991. ix + 286 pp. Illustrations, charts, tables, notes, bibliography, index. $35.00.)
Southern California's Best Ghost Towns: A Practical Guide. By Philip Varney.
(Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1990. xiv + 137 pp. Illustrations, maps, tables, appendixes, 'bibliography, index. $24.95.)

Writers' Guide to Texas Markets. Edited by Georgia Kemp Caraway. (Denton: University of North Texas Press, 1988. ix + 156 pp. Illustrations,
indexes. $14.95 paper.)

The Wars of Peggy Hull: The Life and Times of a War Correspondent. By
Wilda M. Smith and Eleanor A. Bogart. (EI Paso: Texas Western Press,
1991. iii + 305 pp. Illustrations, notes, index. $30.00.)
Prehistoric Mesoamerica. By Richard E. W. Adams. (Norman: University
of Oklahoma Press, 1991. xviii + 454 pp. Illustrations, maps, tables,
appendixes, bibliography, index. $32.95.)
C. N. Cotton and His Navajo Blankets. By Lester L. Williams. (Albuquerque: AvanyuPublishing, 1989. x + 102 pp. Illustrations, map,
bibliography. $22.50 paper.)

Of Earth and Little Rain: The Papago Indians. By Bernard L. Fontana.
(Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1989. xiii
map, bibliography, index. $13.95 paper.)

+ 168 pp. Illustrations,
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NEW TITLES FROM COLORADO!
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Colorado
A History in Photographs
Richard N. Ellis and Duane A. Smith

Using a wealth ofpreviously unpublishedphotographs from rare collections and archives
statewide, noted western historians Ellis and
Smith present Colorado's history as never
before.

November, Cloth, 200 pages, 250 photos,
$24.95

A Society to Match
the Scenery

New Mexico's Buffalo
Soldiers, 1866·1900

Personal Visions of the Future
of the American West

Monroe Lee Billington

Gary Holthaus, Patricia Nelson Limerick,
and Charles F. Wilkinson, editors

In this impressive collection, many of the
West's most creative and thoughtful voices
express their visions and hopes for the future
of the American West Contributors include
Wallace Stegner, William Kittredge, and
Bruce Babbitt, among others.

September: Cloth, 256 pages, $24.95
Now in Paperback

Denver
Mining Camp to Metropolis
Stephen J. Leonard and Thomas J. Noel

This richly illustrated book is the first
work to chronicle Denver's colorful heritage and rapid growth in the 20th
century. "Flat out the best book ever written about our city."
- The Denver Post

August: Paper, 560 pages, 250 photos
and illustrations, $19.95

A thorough, entertaining study
of the hardships that were overcome and the contributions made
by black soldiers in the early
New Mexico Territory.

Cloth, 272 pages, 20 illustrations,5 maps, $29.95

Jesse Chisholm
Ambassador of the Plains
Stan Hoig

"Hoig is an indefatigable researcher and has examined all
the records before writing his
vivid biography ofthis singular
trailblazer. scout. trader and
diplomat of the plains."
- Dale Walker,
The Rocky Mountain News
Cloth, 226 pages, 26 illustrations, $28.00

